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Let's Grow (Kids' Gardening)
Get your students growing with this outstanding hands-on activity
book! Through gardening, book-sharing, and other creative activities,
students learn about topics ranging from flowers, vegetables, and
mushrooms to windowsill gardens, butterflies, and scarecrows.
Recipes, word play, and poetry embellish the activities. Designed to
motivate and inform, these projects promote learning in a variety of
subjects - from ecology, history, and geography to career exploration
and the sciences. The authors also provide a list of resources related
to gardening - legends, historical fiction, biography, picture books,
how-to guides, and environmental books. This is an excellent resource
for educators - school librarians, classroom teachers, science
education teachers, home school parents, botanical garden education
directors, social workers, camp directors - and anyone else who would
like to start a children's gardening program.
There is nothing better than kids out in the garden digging in the dirt.
And if they are helping to make food for the family - all the better!
Whether you live in an apartment or on a large block it's possible to
grow your own food - from aromatic basil to crisp lettuces and
climbing beans. I'm Hungry, Let's Grow It! tells you what to grow, how
to grow it, and then gives you a choice of recipes to cook with your
homegrown produce.
Creative ways to use the garden to inspire learning, for kids ages 4-8
Packed with garden-based activities that promote science, math,
reading, writing, imaginative play, and arts and crafts, The Garden
Classroom offers a whole year of outdoor play and learning
ideas—however big or small your garden. Every garden offers children
a rich, sensory playground, full of interesting things to discover and
learn about. There's a whole lot of science happening right before
their eyes. The garden can also be a place to develop math and
literacy skills, as the outdoors offers up plenty of invitations to weave
learning into everyday gardening. The garden classroom is a place
where plants grow, and where children grow too.
Covers all the basics of gardening, including everyday techniques,
edible treats, craft projects, wildlife gardening, and indoor gardening.
Let's Get Gardening
Around the Year in Children's Church
Let's Grow Vegetables!
Tools for Connecting the Community of Women
Hands-On Activities in Math, Science, Literacy, and Art
Gardening Plans and Recipes for Kids
How a Seed Grows
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Learn to raise independent, can-do kids with a new edition of the book that
started a movement In the newly revised and expanded Second Edition of FreeRange Kids, New York columnist-turned-movement leader Lenore Skenazy
delivers a compelling and entertaining look at how we got so worried about
everything our kids do, see, eat, read, wear, watch and lick -- and how to bid a
whole lot of that anxiety goodbye. With real-world examples, advice, and a gimleteyed look at the way our culture forces fear down our throats, Skenazy describes
how parents and educators can step back so kids step up. Positive change is
faster, easier and a lot more fun than you’d believe. This is the book that has
helped millions of American parents feel brave and optimistic again – and the
same goes for their kids. Using research, humor, and feisty common sense, the
book shows: How parents can reject the media message, “Your child is in horrible
danger!” How schools can give students more independence -- and what happens
when they do. (Hint: Teachers love it.) How everyone can relax and successfully
navigate a judge-y world filled with way too many warnings, scolds and brand new
fears Perfect for parents and guardians of children of all ages, Free-Range Kids
will also earn a place in the libraries of K-12 educators who want their students to
blossom with newfound confidence and cheer.
Includes information on different kinds of plants and how to grow them.
Spring is the perfect time to introduce children to the joys of gardening! With 11
moveable parts in this colorful, engaging, and highly interactive book, young
readers will learn about planting and growing through the simple activities that
mimic real-life actions. All while encouraging children to eat more healthily,
building vocabulary, and helping children gain confidence. There are weeds to be
pulled, seedlings to be watered, carrots to be pulled and so much more! Every
parent and caregiver will give this book two big green thumbs up!
Presents gardening basics such as how to feed plants and make compost as well
as how to grow vegetables, flowers, herbs, and fruit trees.
Gardening Activities for Grades K-6
52 Fun Experiments to Learn, Grow, Harvest, Make, Play, and Enjoy Your Garden
Learn Together: Â• Gardening Basics Â• Science and Math Â• Water
Conservation Â• Self-sufficiency Â• Healthy Eating
Grow and Have Fun: A Kid-to-Kid Guide
A Flower Coloring Book
52 Programs for Kids Ages 3-7
Spice and Little Sugar

Let's Get Gardening is a wonderful start to building any child's green
thumb and encouraging them to do their bit for the environment. This book
includes three simple chapters - kitchen gardening, wildlife gardening and
recycled gardening - each with easy sustainability projects to inspire
everyone's inner eco-kid. Learn how to grow organic vegetables and herbs,
how to attract awesome bees, butterflies and birds to your area, and how to
make sustainable garden containers from household waste. This book
helps children learn about conservation, recycling and sustainability in
simple and practical ways, while getting them outdoors learning about
plants and wildlife. They will learn to build a mini nature reserve, grow
staple ingredients themselves, plant a bee-friendly garden, provide homes
for native wildlife and much more. Whether you have a big garden or a
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small windowsill, you can do your bit to make the world a greener place.
Kids Gardening Lets GrowLet's Get GardeningPenguin
"Allie Gator is working in the garden on Merriweather Farm, and you can
help. Push, pull, turn, and slide the tabs to watch her flowers, fruit, and
vegetables grow"--Back cover.
A guide to gardening discusses basic techniques; offers instructions for
growing such specific crops as beans, blueberries, and sunflowers; and
provides recipes that use garden produce.
Let's Grow a Garden
My Garden
Grow Your Own Pizza!
Kids Gardening Lets Grow
Easy Peasy
Preschool Fun with Fruits and Vegetables
Learn Gardening Basics, Grow, Harvest, and Enjoy Your Gardening
Thirteen-year-old Emma Biggs is passionate about gardening and
eager to share her passion with other kids! Gardening with Emma
is a kid-to-kid guide to growing healthy food and raising the
coolest, most awesome plants, while making sure there’s plenty
of fun. With plants that tickle and make noise, tips for how to
grow a flower stand garden, and suggestions for veggies from
tiny to colossal, Emma offers a range of original, practical,
and entertaining advice and inspiration. She provides lots of
useful know-how about soil, sowing, and caring for a garden
throughout the seasons, along with ways to make play spaces
among the plants. Lively photography and Emma’s own writing
(with some help from her gardening dad, Steve) capture the
authentic creativity of a kid who loves to be outdoors, digging
in the dirt.
Pass on a love of gardening and nature to children with these 35
fun and rewarding outdoor and indoor projects. Gardening for
Kids is full of inspirational ideas to get your kids excited
about nature. Dawn Isaac shows you how to sow a wheelbarrow
vegetable garden, make cress caterpillars, build an insect
hotel, or plant a sunflower alley in your own backyard, using
everyday objects and recycled junk. There are chapters on
creative containers, from teapots to rainboots, windowsill
gardening of foods such as cress and beans, and beautiful nature
crafts that can be made indoors. Whether your outdoor space is
big or small, or just a balcony or even a window ledge, these
fun and creative ideas will keep your kids entertained—and
learning about gardening—all year round.
In this colorful guide featuring 30 easy gardening projects,
kids will learn to grow their own fruits and vegetables, attract
wildlife such as butterflies and bees, and recycle household
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items into animal habitats and fun decorations. Whether they've
got a big backyard or just a windowsill, kids can grow all sorts
of plants with this beginner's gardening book. Packed with stepby-step activities, this book teaches children ages 5-8 how to
grow garden staples like tomatoes, pumpkins, and zucchini with
photographic examples. Each project includes a complete
materials list, planting guide, and tips on harvesting your
fruits and vegetables, providing plenty of support for kids from
start to finish. The book also offers advice on creating
creature-friendly spaces within your garden, such as a bee
hotel, a ladybug sanctuary, and a home for frogs and toads. By
caring for the wildlife around them, kids can grow to better
understand the relationship between humans and nature, and how
we can support local habitats wherever we happen to live. Beyond
the gardening basics, Let's Get Gardening also helps kids learn
about conservation, recycling, and sustainability through
simple, hands-on projects. From making mini greenhouses out of
leftover glass jars, to growing strawberries in an old pair of
rain boots, to repurposing an empty milk carton as a hanging
bird feeder, there are so many practical ways for kids to help
cut waste and reduce pollution. So grab your potting soil and
let's get gardening!
A book that includes planting and gardening ideas to suit
children from the ages of 5 to 12 offers an introduction that
equips young readers with everything they need to know about
plants, soil and tools. Original.
Free-Range Kids
My Little Box of Gardening
Let's Grow with Allie Gator
35 nature activities to sow, grow, and make
Learn to Grow a Garden in Your Home Whith this Entertaining Book
The WomanSource Catalog & Review
The Big, Fancy Set of Kids' Activities Coloring Book Edition

Sustainable gardening could be big words but with the right help from
mommy and daddy, it is very much possible. This educational resource serves
as an introduction to the topic of sustainable gardening. With the information
that you will get from this book, you'll be on your way to creating a
sustainable garden for your family. Read this book t...
Holy days and holidays, special times and ordinary time, the celebration of the
church year adds spiritual meaning and depth to our lives as Christians.
Around the Year in Children’s Church is a resource created to help children
understand and celebrate the entire liturgical year from the first Sunday of
Advent through Kingdomtide. Around the Year in Children’s Church is filled
with fifty-two active, hands-on programs. Each featuring a simple Christian
message related to the season of the church year or a particular holiday; a
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Bible verse; a story; a prayer; a time for sharing; a snack; and a musical
activity, a craft, or a game. The programs are structured to last from thirtyfive to forty minutes. An additional activity is included for those who want to
extend Children’s Church to a full hour. Supplies and set-up are kept to a
minimum, and the easy-to-use format makes it just right for today’s busy
teacher.
Read and find out about how a tiny acorn grows into an enormous oak tree in
this colorfully illustrated nonfiction picture book. This is a clear and appealing
environmental science book for early elementary age kids, both at home and
in the classroom. Plus it includes a find out more activity section with a simple
experiment encouraging kids to discover what a seed needs to grow. This is a
Level 1 Let's-Read-and-Find-Out, which means the book explores introductory
concepts perfect for children in the primary grades. The 100+ titles in this
leading nonfiction series are: hands-on and visual acclaimed and trusted great
for classrooms Top 10 reasons to love LRFOs: Entertain and educate at the
same time Have appealing, child-centered topics Developmentally appropriate
for emerging readers Focused; answering questions instead of using survey
approach Employ engaging picture book quality illustrations Use simple
charts and graphics to improve visual literacy skills Feature hands-on
activities to engage young scientists Meet national science education
standards Written/illustrated by award-winning authors/illustrators & vetted
by an expert in the field Over 130 titles in print, meeting a wide range of kids'
scientific interests Book in this series support the Common Core Learning
Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and the Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math (STEM) standards. Let's-Read-and-Find-Out is the
winner of the American Association for the Advancement of Science/Subaru
Science Books & Films Prize for Outstanding Science Series.
Describes how the First Lady and her daughters planted a vegetable garden
on the White House's South Lawn as part of an initiative to raise awareness
about childhood obesity, and shares gardening tips, recipes, and advice for
making healthier food choices.
The Garden Classroom
Kidsgardening
American Grown
The Secret Garden
How Groundhog's Garden Grew
Startup Kit for Kids With Green Thumbs
101 Ways to Get Kids Outside, Dirty, and Having Fun
Grow It, Try It, Like It! Preschool Fun with Fruits and
Vegetables is a garden-themed nutrition education kit for
child care center staff that introduces children to: three
fruits - peaches, strawberries, and cantaloupe, and three
vegetables - spinach, sweet potatoes, and crookneck squash.
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You have found the key to the secret garden, now open the
gates and marvel at the uniqueness of each plant and flower
petal! Shower these flowers with colors and try to
understand how individual lines and forms create unique
patterns that deserve your focus and attention. So what are
you waiting for? Secure a copy of this coloring book today!
A refreshing source of ideas to help children learn how to
grow their own garden encourages families to enjoy nature
and features 52 creative plant-related activities set into
weekly lessons. Original.
“What better way to begin to explore the natural world than
to experience the magic and beauty of a family garden.”
—Arden Bucklin-Sporer, author of How to Grow a School Garden
Many gardeners find that once they have children gardening
goes the way of late-night dinner parties and Sunday morning
sleep-ins. Raising kids and maintaining a garden can be a
juggling act, leaving the family garden forgotten and
neglected. But kids can make great gardening companions, and
the benefits of including them are impossible to ignore.
Gardening gets kids outdoors and away from television and
video games, increases their connection to plants and
animals, and helps build enthusiasm for fresh fruits and
vegetables. Their involvement becomes the real harvest of a
family garden. In The Book of Gardening Projects for Kids,
Whitney Cohen and John Fisher draw on years of experience in
the Life Lab Garden Classroom and gardening with their own
children to teach parents how to integrate the garden into
their family life, no matter its scope or scale. The book
features simple, practical gardening advice, including how
to design a play-friendly garden, ideas for fun-filled theme
gardens, and how to cook and preserve the garden's bounty.
101 engaging, family-friendly garden activities are also
featured, from making Crunch-n-Munch Vegetable Beds and
Muddy Miniature Masterpieces to harvesting berries for Fresh
Fruity Pops.
Square Foot Gardening with Kids
My Pearly Whites (A Coloring Book for Children)
A Kids' Guide to Messing Around in the Dirt
Kids in the Garden
The Story of the White House Kitchen Garden and Gardens
Across America
Twenty-Five Quick and Easy Gardening Projects for Kids
Gardening Projects for Kids
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Provides information about setting up a square foot garden with children and using the
experience to teach young learners about such topics as gardening, math, water conservation,
and nature appreciation.
An introduction to easy gardening so you can grow everywhere and anywhere. Whether you live
in the city or the countryside, there are plenty of places you can plant and grow. For a new
generation of green fingers there are different ways to bring nature into the home. Make your
own pots, build balcony boxes, create your own bird feeders and even get friendly with worms!
Each activity has been carefully chosen to create living, renewable and sustainable
environments for kids and their families. Each activity has been carefully written by Kirsten
Bradley, a leading practitioner in permaculture for kids and co-founder of Milkwood
permaculture farm in Australia. The simple steps and beautiful spot illustrations make activities
fun and easy to follow. The book will also feature non-activity spreads explaining the
importance of why and how nature works. Illustrated by Aitch, a Romanian artist whose
folkloric illustrations pay homage to vintage botanical books while giving each page a sense of
modern magic.
(back panel) My Little Box of Gardening This fun-filled box is bursting with everything all little
green-thumbed gardeners need! It contains a guidebook with step-by-step growing projects, and
ideas for making miniature gardens. The second book has a journal, experiments to try, and
great craft ideas. A trowel, gardening gloves, a sticker sheet, plant labels, pencil, plant pots, and
magic growing beans are all included in this box to get you started! (call-outs on art) Project
Book Journal Plant Labels Magic Beans Plant Pot Trowel Gloves
Cultivate learning in students with imaginative projects on the theme of gardens - and watch
their interest grow! Each of these 45 lessons focuses on a specific book about plants, gardens,
or growing and offers a variety of engaging activities that enhance creativity and build literacy
skills. Whether it's building a bird house, listening to a garden poem, performing in a play,
making a garden calendar, or planting a friendship garden, these activities will motivate and
inform young learners. Recipes for treats also accompany the lessons. This is a unique and fun
resource with many classroom possibilities. Grades K-6.
Growing Plants for Food and Fun
Let's Get Growing
Beyond the Bean Seed
Gardening Lab for Kids
How Parents and Teachers Can Let Go and Let Grow
The Book of Gardening Projects for Kids
Gardening with Kids
Squirrel teaches Little Groundhog how to plant and tend a vegetable
garden.
With this book, the little ones will learn basic activities about
gardening and how to plant their own vegetables, as well as how to
make a beautiful and useful home garden with recyclable materials and
at low cost. This is a great book where you can learn from the
gardening in the smallest of the home.Because gardening is an
activity that the smallest of the home love and with it they can
learn and have fun growing their own vegetables.This book includes:
simple and fun activities about gardeninginstructions on how to make
a make a small home garden and a step-by-step guide on how to grow
your first vegetables at home
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Provides plans and instructions for growing twenty-six different
gardens, with recipes for using what is grown. Gardens and recipes
are divided by difficulty level, from easy to advanced.
The girl in this book grows chocolate rabbits, tomatoes as big as
beach balls, flowers that change color, and seashells in her garden.
How does your garden grow?
Gardening for Kids
Fantastic Gardening Ideas for 5-12 Year Olds, from Growing Fruit and
Vegetables and Fun with Flowers to Wildlife Gardening and Craft
Projects
Kids Vs. Mazes
Kids Gardening
The Best-Ever Step-By-Step Kid's First Gardening
Let's Get Growing! Sustainable Gardening for Kids - Children's
Conservation Books

Increase your child's dental awareness by showing him/her that teeth have
"emotions" too! Coloring introduces feelings, concepts and emotions
quite well. It is an activity well-loved because of its many benefits,
especially the formation of essential life skills like patience, determination
control and self-confidence too. Control your child's fear of the dentist;
grab a copy of this coloring book today!
In the battle between mazes and kids, who will win? Your child might, if
he/she has the patience and right strategy to get out of all these mazes.
Answering mazes is a fun learning experience that will help improve your
child's ability to think of strategies quite fast. Start your child's training
with one book of mazes at a time.
A group of young gardeners share the fun of growing their own
vegetables.
Coloring is a most enjoyable activity that has several benefits. It helps
boost your child's focus and concentration. The more complex the
patterns are, the more that your child will be careful with every stroke of
the crayon. He/she will become too focused in the moment that
frustrations and other negative emotions will soon be forgotten. Grab a
copy now!
Fantastic Ideas for Making Things, Growing Plants and Flowers and
Attracting Wildlife, with 60 Practical Projects and 175 Photographs
Cultivating a Child's Imagination Through Gardening
Grow It, Try It, Like it
Gardening with Emma
Let's Get Gardening: Australian Eco-Gardening Projects for Children
How Do Plants Grow?
I'm Hungry, Let's Grow It!
Kelvin and his Dad were taking a walk, looking at the trees and flowers in
the park. When Kelvin asked his Dad ¿How do trees grow?¿ To which his
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dad replied, ¿Do you really want to know?¿In this story, children will learn
about the process of photosynthesis and why it is important to life on
Earth. Look out for this and other titles in The Young Scientist Series of
books which ¿Teaches Young Minds through Science and Rhymes¿.
Having a little sister isn't always a picnic. Older sisters may feel jealous of
the time taken away from them, the toys they have to share, and the
attention focused on the youngest member of their family. Getting along is
often a day-to-day battle, but what can parents do to make this situation
easier and to help children realize how special it is to have a sister? In
Spice & Little Sugar, the delightful new children's book about sibling
rivalry, authors Megan Waldrep and Melissa Nelson show big sisters the
big benefits, responsibilities, and absolute joys of their role. Told in a
whimsical rhyme that children will love to read aloud, Spice & Little Sugar
first humorously relates all the ways Little Sugar gets on Spice's nerves,
from grabbing her favorite toys to sticking to her like glue when Spice
wants to be left alone. But gradually Spice comes to realize that Little Sugar
does have her good points, including sticking up for her when she gets in
trouble with their parents and saving the day with her cute face. Parents
will love the warm, gentle lessons the book teaches about understanding
how positives can outweigh negatives, and kids will laugh at the playful
illustrations and funny story. The perfect book for siblings, Spice & Little
Sugar can be read and enjoyed by the whole family, time and time again.
Mazes for Kids
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